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CASE STUDY 

“THE WHOLE SYSTEM RUNS WITH MINIMAL HUMAN INTERVENTION FOR UP TO A WEEK 
AND IS ALMOST ALL CONTROLLED FROM IPADS AND IPHONES. WITHOUT A PERSON ON THE 
MIXER 24/7, AUTOMATED DUCKING IS VERY IMPORTANT TO KEEP THE MUSIC LEVEL UP FOR 
THE CROWD, WHILE ALLOWING THE COMMENTARY TO BE HEARD CLEARLY WHEN NEEDED.”  
 
DURT MD, RUSSELL BAKER 
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The Requirement 

Australian event and PA company, DURT Pty Ltd, was appointed to 

manage sound reinforcement for the National Mountain Bike 

Championships in Victoria. 

 

The location for a major mountain bike event can be the size of 10 

football fields, there will be several concurrent events, each with their 

own audio requirements, plus briefing, meeting and conference areas 

which require audio but also minimal background noise. The trails can 

be upwards of 8 square kilometres, and the audience, often well over 

10,000 capacity, can be spread over several mountains, with local 

areas attracting their own large crowds all needing entertainment, race 

information and atmosphere. 
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The Solution. 

DURT chose their Qu and ME systems for the event. A Qu-32 was stationed in 

a control cabin, with AR2412 and AR0804 IO racks as two external connection 

points, an aerial farm and router on the roof, plus iPad and iPhone control to 

manage longer distance coverage. The Qu managed multiple cable and 

wireless microphone systems but the large distances and mountainous terrain 

meant that normal wireless couldn’t always cover it all, so handheld radios, 

coming in through DI boxes and iPhones plugged straight into the board, were 

used to get live race reports back from the distant parts of the courses. 

The Qu provided FOH speaker feeds of up to 18 main speakers from 6 zone 

mixes, plus feeds to web and broadcast partners, and mixes to control the 

ducking. TV, web and broadcast had their own dedicated commentary and 

interview mixes without music due to licensing issues, and a separate phase 

and delay adjusted music feed was provided to broadcast engineers to help 

cancel out microphone spill of background music. In each separate sport zone, 

the local commentators were able to duck the music in their area, plus there 

was a ‘whole-of-event’ mix, with ducking control of all sources, which was used 

for major items and as an emergency announcement system. As different 

events reached climactic stages, their commentary was patched to the main 

event centre using scene changes. 

Additionally, a ME system was used primarily for commentary and broadcast 

operators, enabling them to generate their own monitor mixes remote from the 

Qu-32 and as a PAFL system to check signal sources. 
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